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ANNUAL CNVAS FINE ART AND CRAFT FAIR
A TREMENDOUS SUCCESS
-by Michael Carroll

The CNVAS Fine Art & Craft Fair was held at the Excite Building on Saturday, November 21, 2015 with 40
vendors filling 50 booths. Over 500 people passed through the doors of the CNVAS Fair and were treated to a
plethora of artwork, crafts, knitted goods, wreaths, baked goods, jewelry, quilts, novelty items, healing stones,
and much more.
The Fair was a very successful venture for both CNVAS and the vendors. In fact, there have already been
requests for pre-booking for this fall’s proposed event! The tentative date for the next Fair has been set for
November 19, 2016. Contact cnvas.information@gmail.com for information about this or any CNVAS event.
CNVAS hosted a silent auction, which was open to any CNVAS member or vendor involved in the Fair. We
even auctioned off a cake and home knit socks! The relay for life team, "Banding Together Against Cancer",
operated a very successful café. A substantial donation was collected for the local Food Bank. Some extras
presented at the fair included tickets on a beautiful “Couples” basket generously assembled and donated by
CNVAS member, Ann Young. CNVAS member and Fair Steering Committee member, Angela Foss, donated a
beautiful door prize.
One of the highlights featured at the Fair was the "Artiste in Loco". A phenomenal success, visitors experienced
the rare treat of witnessing artists creating their works live right before their very eyes! Patrons were given the
opportunity to bid on the artwork while the artist was creating it!
Integer
CNVAS extends sincere thanks to the following for their contribution to the Fair’s
success: Town of Grand
Falls-Windsor, Barry Griffin, Shirley Warren, Gail Jerrett and Your Home Care Service Inc., Sweeney’s Art
Gallery, DSI, Ann Young, Chris Benjamin, Margaret Scott, Karl Penton, Julie Parsons-Moreash, Karyn Rowsell,
Mike Race and both the Town Concert Band and the Exploits Jazz Band. The CNVAS Fine Art and Craft Fair’s
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-Fair photos courtesy of Michael Carroll

Steering Committee was comprised of CNVAS members Angela Foss,
Maureen Roberts, JoAnne Maeck, and Michael Carroll.
The proceeds of this Fair have been earmarked by the Executive to go
towards the purchase of new equipment.
Before the close of the Fair, vendors were asked to comment on any
and all aspects of the fair, a common practice among organizers in an
attempt to improve the future running of such events.

.Etiam

Deemed by all to be a tremendous success, here are some of the patron and vendor comments from the day:
“….this was a really great show and [our table] did really well. The low cost [of the tables] was a big factor
for us to enter, and helped with our big success”
“….the fair’s executive were constantly coming around asking if we needed help, and even the Relay for Life
Café team came and took our orders! We’ll be back next year!”
“….[it] was well advertised….hats off to the ones responsible for that….”
“….we were made to feel really welcome as soon as we came in through the doors….”
“….it was a fabulous venue, organized really well, and aside from the heat had a really warm atmosphere”
“Can’t wait for next year!” “Really enjoyed the day!” “Amazingly diverse array of products here!”
“Kudos to the [organizing] committee for the many hours they obviously spent planning this great event”
“Loved seeing the artists actually creating a piece of art as we watched them!” “Loved the Café”

Fusce urna
Maecenas quis odio. Nunc semper
ullamcorper neque. Vivamus nec felis.
Quisque lorem elit, fermentum in,
venenatis a, scelerisque eget, risus.

Donec non metus

Many friends joined JoAnne

A very warm and heart-felt note congratulations to long-time
as she celebrated her
retirement on Sat., Feb. 20,
CNVAS member JoAnne Maeck on the occasion of her
retirement. On January 29, 2016, JoAnne locked the doors to her 2016, at the Elks Club. In
lieu of cards or gifts, JoAnne
office for the last time as dietician with Central Health after 30 requested a toonie donation
for the SPCA , one of her
years of exemplary service. CNVAS would like to extend best
and raised
wishes to JoAnne as she begins this next new chapter in her life! many passions,
over $250!
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banding together against cancer relay team:
cafe for life
-by Joanne Goudie and Gerald Warren

Last year, a number of people from the Grand Falls-Windsor Concert Band
formed a team for the Canadian Cancer Society’s Relay For Life
fundraiser. Team “Banding Together Against Cancer” raised almost $5,000
for the local event. When CNVAS Executive approached the Concert Band
to provide café services for their Annual Fine Art and Craft Fair, the Band
Executive offered the opportunity to the Relay For Life team as a fundraiser
for the 2016 event. The team members, with lots of help and support from
the general Band membership, organized the café, donated food and
supplies and worked through the day of the Craft Fair to provide food
services to the craft producers and general public.
-photo courtesy of Michael Carroll
On the day of the Fair, the members of the team took turns working in the
café. The café was busy all day serving both crafters and artists, plus members of the general public that came
to the fair. Everyone seemed to enjoy the products sold which included chili, various delicious gourmet soups,
sandwiches, cookies, donuts, as well as soft drinks, water, tea, and coffee. Tables were set up in the café so that
customers could purchase food and enjoy it there. In addition to this, a couple of team members went to each
crafter and artist in the morning and took their lunch orders, which were then delivered to them at lunchtime.
This seemed to work very well for those crafters and artists whom were too busy to leave their tables or were
working alone. In addition to raising $457 for the "Banding Together Against Cancer Team" in the 2016 Relay
for Life event, those band members working the café had a day of fun and fellowship - well worth the effort.

Spotlight on.......TYRONE KELLY

Tyrone Kelly is a post secondary student living in
From time to time, this newsletter Corner Brook, studying Fine Arts (Visual Arts) at
Grenfell Campus. His family is residing in Grand
will present an exposé of one of
its many interesting artists. This Falls-Windsor.
issue’s article is about one of its Completely new to CNVAS, new to the gallery
newest members, Tyrone Kelly.
life and newsletter submissions, he is excited at
the possibilities for exposure that CNVAS has to offer. He is continuously looking for the public’s feedback and enjoys exploring different media that he studies
during his current programme. Much of his work is with photography and
sculpture, and he just recently designed a pattern project called Taking Flight.
This piece deals with the struggles he has had in his personal life with OCD:
everything must be necessarily well crafted; the space in the environment must
meet the measures of his needs and his choosing; overcoming anxiety in his
artwork; become more loose and confident in his creations; working abstractly with colour as it changes in
daytime and nighttime settings.
Tyrone’s photography has a broad range of emotions dependent on his state of mind in any given moment.
Feelings of depression, anxiety, enlightenment, joyfulness, happiness, confusion, frustration, and anguish
radiate from the images he finds in his camera’s eye. His work often deals in gender binary expression with
colours based entirely around the gender he feels at that moment. These can be dark tones representing a more
confident and pleasurable aspect, or lighter tones representing a sense of harmony, balance, and power.
Recently he courageously broke new ground, creating art out of the extreme, and is delighted to have sold some
of his works in Grand Falls-Windsor. His latest work is a piece called Cross Equally. It’s medium is spray paint,
and the message shows equality as justice. This is an assignment that forms part of the evaluation of an
Anarchism class. The project is entirely open and self-graded, which is what moved him toward a more
adventurous subject. Finding him on Facebook will afford you the opportunity to see the work of this talented
new artist! (See photo on pg. 10 of Tyrone working on a piece from his first year of study, which was inspired by Andy Warhol.
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CNVAS’’LATEST MURAL PROJECT
“Craig’s Garden” & “Little Burnt Bay”
CNVAS hosted yet another mural project for members on
Saturday, October 24, 2015 at the Arts Room in the Excite!
Building. The intention of these murals was to put them on
auction at the CNVAS Fine Art & Craft Fair on November 21,
2015 and include them in upcoming exhibits.
With a limited number of panels available (10 per project),
CNVAS members gathered and once again, paint to panel,
created stunning renditions of slivers of photographs. When
they were all completed, the panels were gathered and joined
together in a frame.
The large mural, an explosion of fall colors captured in digital
photography by our president, Craig Goudie, from his back
deck, sold at the CNVAS Auction during the Fine Art & Craft
Fair in November 2015. The remaining mural, a collection of
ten smaller pieces creating a stunning scenic of Little Burnt
Bay from a photograph by our editor, Michael Carroll, is now
available for purchase.
CNVAS provides all materials for these FREE events.
If you are interested in participating in future mural gatherings,
please message CNVAS via Facebook, Twitter, through our
website or at cnvas.information@gmail.com

-photographs of murals courtesy of Sweeney’s Art Gallery

TOWN OF GRAND-FALLS-WINDSOR
ART PROCUREMENT
CNVAS would like to extend sincere thanks to the
Town of Grand Falls – Windsor for their continued
support of the arts in Central Newfoundland.
Congratulations to all artists realizing sales of their
works to the town this past October. A total of 29
pieces of art from 14 artists were submitted. The
purchased artwork will be displayed in the Town
Hall and in other Town facilities.
“Art is not what you see, but what you make others see”
-Edgar Degas

EXHIBITS REVIEWS
-by Julie Parsons Moreash

-photos by Michael Carroll

As this is my first article written for the
CNVAS Newsletter, I would like to
introduce myself so you know a little
about me before I talk about CNVAS
and its most recent exhibits at the
Gordon Pinsent Centre for the Arts.

I grew up in Grand Falls-Windsor. After
graduating grade twelve, I moved to
Halifax and put my art on the back burner.
My father passed away in June 2015 so I
came back home to take care of my
mother. Dad was my biggest art supporter
and I felt a need to connect with my artistic
roots in the town where I grew up. It was
4
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then I met the phenomenal Maureen Roberts.
Encouraged by her to get involved with CNVAS, I
hope to get to know local artists and their work, while
getting in touch with my own.
The memorable exhibit “Memories” was displayed
wonderfully, and was a beautiful collage of whimsy
and heritage. Bright colours and haunting silhouettes
captured the eye. It's easy to see that a talented group
of artists with varying backgrounds encompass this
community. Artists displaying their works during
“Memories” were: Alice Dicks, Michael Carroll, Julie
Parsons, Tony Power, Rita Sullivan, Angela Foss,
Cindy Furey, Robert Lodge, Olivia Stacey, Karyn
Rowsell, JoAnne Maeck, Indira Anandakrishnan, and
Debbie Mallard. CNVAS is pleased to announce the
sale of one of the displayed pieces. Congratulations on
the success!

Currently on exhibit until the
end of February is “Figures”.
A definite must-see, this
exhibit displays various
subjects in nature and the
every day, mixed with a visual
flurry of emotions. It includes
the relatable themes of “missing home” and “everyday beauty”. Artists displaying their works during this
exhibit are Rita Sullivan, Michael Carroll, Alice Dicks, Angela Foss, Indira Anandakrishnan, and Cindy
Furey. The exhibit features a CNVAS mural project entitled “Little Burnt Bay”, a beautiful collaboration
collage. I am looking forward to seeing what upcoming exhibits will bring!
Julie is represented by Sweeney’s Art Gallery.
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WOODBLOCK PRINT MAKING
-with artist Michael Carroll
-by Angela Foss

-photos courtesy of Michael Carroll

A formation of tools awaited the 8 workshop
participants that seemed at first perplexing.
Potatoes, spoons, 6”x6” wooden blocks, chisels with
rollers and Plexiglas!! Artist and instructor Michael
Carroll skillfully explained each of these and their
purposes. He started by introducing us to this avenue
of art by showing us a vast display of his woodblock
prints.
Michael instructed us on how to draw our image in
order to achieve our artistic goal, as well as the
process to get there. We were shown a variety of
sizes of chisels and how to use them to remove wood
to reveal our desired image… here is where the
potato was introduced! A simple image or initial was
to be chosen and then practice the process first on a
potato. I soon
learned why.
Of course with a chuckle – I learned I had my image backwards! We
had to rethink the way to draw our image in order to achieve our final
print. Thus one of the purposes of this exercise and also gave us a
practice run.
With the practice done, we advanced to our woodblocks. Chisels were
working and wood shavings were flying! The image we each had chosen
was chiseled into our 6”x6” woodblock. Now to the exciting process of
printmaking…..
Michael taught us how to apply the ink to a sheet of Plexiglas and then using a
Brayer roller, transfer the ink evenly to the woodblock. We then used our
spoons to smoothly and evenly press the paper onto the woodblock to transfer
the inked image to the paper. The results….
What an array of beautiful prints! Most participants went home with at least a
‘night’ and ‘day’ print, a custom woodblock – but mainly – a wealth of
knowledge of this artistic expression.
Thanks go out to Michael and CNVAS for a most enjoyable and educational
afternoon in this ‘New to You’ workshop. He is represented by Sweeney’s Art
Gallery. Participants were: Lisa Guy, Melanie Pinsent, JoAnne Maeck,
Angela Foss, Olivia Stacey, Stephanie Bartlett, Jenny Healey, Kaitlyn Parsons.

BOTWOOD MURAL ARTS SOCIETY CALL FOR ARTISTS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
The Botwood Mural Arts Society is making a call for artists for another mural project.
Theme: Beothuk History and Culture with recognition of Damasduit (aka Mary March) and her connection to
Integer ante odio,
Botwood. Mural Size & Location: South facing wall at 255 Water St. measuring
11 ft.fringilla
highquis,
andrhoncus
55 ft. quis,
in length
iaculis eget, ligula. Curabitur non lacus ut ante
(605 sq. ft.) This single story building is adjacent to the Shoppers Drug Mart
parking
lot.
Eligibility:
Preference
sagittis euismod. Vivamus nisl leo, gravida
will be given to career artists as well as emerging artists with special interest
in mural
painting
and street
consectetuer,
mollis
at, commodo
et, arcu.art.
Support: The successful applicant will be provided a fee for service based on $20.00 CAD per square foot
(continued)
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(continued from pg. 6)

($12,100.00) in three installments. Accommodation
for a period of approximately 21 days, travel expenses
and paints. Meals and brushes are at the expense of
the artist.
Selection Process: Interested candidate must submit
an initial sketch not later than March 31, 2016. Final
selection will involve BMAS board members,
members of the public through a balloting process,
and input from the building owner.
Contact: For additional information contact Botwood
Mural Arts Society, Box 751 Botwood NL A0H 1E0,
or email botwoodmuralarts@gmail.com or
m.mshainline@nl.rogers.com
Suggested Reference Material: The Beothuck or Red
Indians by James P. Howley.

seeing and
drawing nature
-by Marissa Parsons

I attended the "Seeing and Drawing
Nature" workshop on January 16th,
2016 with Karyn Rowsell. Karyn
showed us a drawing technique
where we divided our page into
equal portions. By using this
-photos courtesy of Marissa and process, we were able to easily
Kaitlyn Parsons
transfer the image proportionately
onto our paper. I was surprised at my piece when it was
completed as it looked very professional but it was a
simple technique. I learned many tips in this session and
enjoyed it immensely. Thank you, Karyn!

8 participants took part in this
‘New to You’ workshop. CNVAS
members can find out about any
future workshops by contacting
cnvas.information@gmail.com.
Ms. Rowsell’s works are
available at Sweeney’s Art
Gallery and Custom Framing.
=> Marissa is a level one student at EVH. She is a very active athlete and is currently a member of the varsity basketball and
volleyball teams as well as studying Advanced Hip Hop at the Lesley Oake School of Dance. She also works part-time at Tim
Horton’s. A new member to CNVAS, she has enjoyed painting since she was in grade 4. Marissa loves traditional media, but also
enjoys experimenting with new and different techniques.

Simple pen and wash
-by Linda Jones

On Sunday, January 31, 2016, I attended a workshop entitled “Simple Pen and Wash”,
facilitated by artist Christine Benjamin. There were 15 students in attendance at the
workshop, which had to be rescheduled from the previous day due to inclement weather.
I do not consider myself an artist by any means, but for this ‘New to You’ workshop I
didn't have to be! The workshop was a place to participate, meet new friends, have fun
and learn a new technique.
Christine has great artistic
talent and has a great knack
for passing on her skills to
you. Step by step she showed
us what fun it can be and how
simple it is to draw a tree, a
-photos courtesy of Lisa Guy rock, and then color wash the
sketch, creating an amazing piece. Everyone in attendance, from
a beginner to an advanced artist, had a blast with Christine. To be fair,
however, I must warn you: her personality will get you laughing from
start to finish! She has the most contagious laugh! She inspired us
all. Much thanks to Christine. It was a great learning experience and I
am looking forward to my next adventure with you!
7
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In partnership with the Town of Grand
Falls-Windsor, CNVAS assisted at a
premier art event during Winterlude
2016.
Three CNVAS members (Chris Benjamin, Karyn
Rowsell and Alice Dicks) offered their services to
demonstrate painting techniques during ‘Paint Night’
art events on February 12 and 14, 2016.
Friday evening’s class featured ink/watercolor on mat
board and acrylic on canvas workshops. A pairing of

wINTERLUDE 2016 PAINT NIGHTS
-by JoAnne Maeck

wines and cheeses was offered to the participants
of this event. Sunday’s “Sweet ‘Art’ and
Chocolate” event provided participants with
instruction in watercolour on cold press paper. This
event featured a selection of local and international
chocolate treats served with a hot beverage.

A sincere thank you to the CNVAS volunteers who helped make the night a tremendous success: Marie Shea,
Andre Hudson and Angela Foss. Chris, Alice, Karyn and Angela are represented by Sweeney’s Art Gallery.
“…[I was] just
dropped off home from
the Winterlude 2016
Wine Tasting and
Painting Class. What
an absolutely delightful
evening it was! From
being picked up right
on time, to the welcome at the door, a mystery choice of medium to work in, 5 superb wines paired with 5
palate-tingling cheeses from Quebec.....Oh, and an opportunity to try my hand at something new - painting
with acrylics - well I must say thank you to the Parks and Recreation Department and CNVAS for partnering
such a successful event!”
– Christine Allan-Hurst, “Paint Night” participant

mArk your calendars:
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗

June 2016
June 2016
June 2016
June 2016
July/August 2016
September 2016
November 2016

Exhibit “Home”
AGM
Annual CNVAS Youth Art Awards
Pot Luck & Art Swap
Exhibit “Away”
Exhibit “Decay”
CNVAS Annual Fine Art & Craft Fair

Condolences….
The Central Newfoundland
Visual Arts Society extends
sincere sympathy to the
family of Beverly Butler
who passed away on
February 14, 2016. A fine
artist, supporter of the arts,
educator and mentor, Beve
will be sadly missed.

“If you hear a voice within you say ‘you can not paint’, then by all means paint, and
that voice will be silenced”
~Vincent Van Gogh
8
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Congratulations to artist
Angela Foss on the sale of
her acrylic “Fiddler” during
the recent CNVAS exhibit
“Figures”. CNVAS’s
mandate is the support of
art and artists in the central
Newfoundland region. We
look forward to seeing
more of Angela’s work in
the future! CNVAS is as
well pleased to announce

Pinsent Centre for the Arts during
the sale of its minithe months of March and April.
mural project “Little
Burnt Bay”, a
collaborative work
representing 10 CNVAS
artists based on a
photograph by Michael
Carroll. The next
exhibit, “Structures”,
will be hung on
Thursday, March 3,
2016 at the Gordon

UP AND COMING CNVAS EVENTS
Printmaking with Audrey Feltham
April 2016 (specific date TBA)
This full-weekend printmaking workshop is designed
for those with no previous printmaking experience as
well as for those with prior printmaking knowledge.
Tentative schedule for workshop:
Friday Evening: Discussion of images, and how to
transfer your image to your matrix.
Saturday/Sunday: Making the matrix and printing.
Further details to follow.
ART EX FESTIVAL 2016
As Art Ex Festival enters its seventh year, the Board of
Directors is again looking for the support of local artists
and artisans, sponsors and the general public.
Once again, Art Ex 2016 will held over two weekends
and involves a variety of art experiences for all ages and
skill levels. The Art Ex Fine Art and Craft Expo will be held during Salmon Festival in Grand Falls-Windsor
(July, 2016). During the weekend of September 30 - October 2, 2016, Art Ex will host its annual Performance
Event, Art Workshops, Artists Circles, and Art Exhibition. CNVAS members are encouraged to watch for
email updates requesting “Calls for Submissions” for both these popular events. For further information, email
experienceartex@gmail.com or follow Art Ex 2016 on Facebook
CNVAS “STRUCTURES” Exhibit
March – April 2016
This is a suggested themed exhibit. Artists are
encouraged but not required to submit artwork
based on the theme “Structures”.
Artists may submit up to 3 pieces of original art.
"Structures” will run until the end of April 2016.
Information about your artwork such as
reproductions for sale, commission details, etc. can
be included in your artist’s information page located
in the CNVAS binder at the Gwendolyn Cooper Art
Gallery.
Michael Race
Exhibits Coordinator
cnvas.information@gmail.com

Workshop Schedule:
Saturday, March 12, 2016
Sunday, March 13, 2016

King′s Point Pottery Workshop with Linda Yates & David Hayashida
This 2-day pottery workshop to be held at King's Point Pottery Studio and
Gallery in King's Point is designed for all levels of experience.
Linda Yates and David Hayashida will review the basic and intermediate
skills in pottery making and offer one-on-one guidance with demonstrations
throughout the weekend. This will be a hands-on workshop where each
student will use the potter`s wheel and then apply different hand-building and
decorating techniques to create a cream and sugar set, make a clay spoon and
also decorate a handmade tile. Pieces will be bisque- and glaze- fired later.
Workshop Fee:
9:30am – 4:30pm
$100 for CNVAS members; $110 for non-members. Fee
9:30am – 4:30pm
includes all materials, firing fees, and instruction.
9
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Supporting artists of the Central Region for 40 years
CNVAS Executive 2014-2016:
President
Craig Goudie
V. President
vacant
P. President
JoAnne Maeck
Secretary
Maureen Roberts
Treasurer
JoAnne Maeck
Editor/PR
Michael Carroll
Membership
Indira Anandakrishnan
Social Convener
Diane Bradbury

Committees:
Fundraising
Newsletter
Exhibits
Scholarship
Youth Art

Should you need to contact any member of the Executive, please email at:
cnvas.informaton@gmail.com
Effective February 22, 2016, CNVAS has a new mailing address:
CNVAS
c/o Department of Parks and Recreation
P. O. Box 439
Grand Falls-Windsor, NL
A2A 2J8

Maureen Roberts, Angela Foss,
JoAnne Maeck, Michael Carroll
Michael Carroll
Michael Race
Philip Power
JoAnne Maeck

The
‘earth’
without
‘art’
is
just
‘eh’

THIS NEWSLETTER HAS
BEEN FUNDED BY

Tyrone Kelly working on a piece during
his first year of study in Fine Arts at Sir
Wilfred Grenfell College. The piece was
inspired by the works of Andy Warhol.
Tyrone is represented by Sweeney’s Art
Gallery.

CNVAS (est. 1976) is a not-for-profit visual art community group
coordinated by a volunteer executive that depends on membership
support for the execution of its program planning and sponsorship
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